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ARM DS-5 Toolchain & Streamline 

 ARM® DS-5™ toolchain with support for ARM Mali™ 

GPUs  

 System wide performance analysis 

Simultaneous visibility across ARM Cortex™ processors 

+ Mali GPUs 

 Technology leadership with first available system level 

tool in mobile 

 Optimize performance and power efficiency of 

gaming applications across the system 

 



DS-5 Streamline Performance Analyzer 

 Best –in-class suite of software development tools for all ARM processors 

 Eclipse-based IDE provides code development, debug, performance analysis and 

compatibility with 3rd party plug-ins  

 Thousands of developers using DS-5 toolchain today 

 

 System Wide performance Analysis 

 Support for graphics and GPU compute performance analysis on Mali-T604/Mali-T658 

 Timeline profiling of hardware counters for detailed analysis 

 Software counter support for OpenGL® ES 2.0 and OpenCL™ 1.1 

 Per-core/thread/process granularity 

 Frame buffer capture and display 

 

 

 



Nexus 10 Out of Box 

 Nexus 10 

 Dual-core Cortex-A15 processor @1.7GHz 

 Mali-T604 @533MHz 

 4 MP resolution (2560⨯1600) 

 Stock Android™ 4.2.1 with  

DS-5 support 

 Arndale 

 First Samsung Exynos 5 development board 

 Targets both Linux and Android 

 Low cost development at around $250 

 



Bandwidth Vertex Fragment CPU 

CPU Vertex Shader 

Memory 

Fragment Shader 

Bandwidth 

CPU doing too much and 

stalling GPU? 

Vertex shader operating on too 

many vertices stalls fragment 

shader and CPU? 

Fragment shader trying to do a lot 

of fancy effects stalling CPU and 

vertex shader? 



Fragment Bound 

 Overdraw 

 This is when you draw to each pixel on the screen more than once 

 Drawing your objects front to back instead of back to front  

reduces overdraw 

 Also limiting the amount of transparency in the scene can help 

 Resolution too high or too many effects or cycles in shader 

 Every effect that you add to your scene. Every light that you add will add to the number of cycles 

your shader will take 

 If you decide to run your app at native resolution be careful  

Nexus 10 Native Resolution =  2560 x 1600 = 4,096,000 pixels 

Quad Core GPU 533Mhz = 520 Cycles per pixel Approx. 

Targeting 30 FPS = 17 Cycles in your shader 



Fragment Bound Streamline 

 Involves just 1 counter and the frequency of the GPU 

 Job Slot 0 Active 

 Fragment Percentage = (Job Slot 0 

active / Frequency) *100 

Fragment Percentage = 84% 

Overdraw = Fragment Threads Started * Number of Cores 

  / Resolution * FPS 
 

Overdraw = 3.9 



Vertex Bound 

 Too many vertices in geometry 

 Get your artist to remove unnecessary vertices 

 A lot of artists still generate content for high end desktop content 

 Impose some budgeting and limits 

 Use LOD Switching 

 Only objects that take up a lot of screen space need  

to be in high detail 

 Objects that are further away don’t need the same level of detail 

 Use culling 

 Too many cycles in the vertex shader 

 You only have a limited amount of cycles to do your vertex shading 

 The amount of cycles you can afford to spend on vertex shading is directly dependent on the 

number of vertices 

 



Vertex Bound Streamline 

 Involves just 1 counter and the frequency of the GPU 

 Job Slot 1 Active 

 Vertex Percentage = (Job Slot 1 active / Frequency) *100 

Load Store CPI = Full Pipeline issues / Load Store Instruction Words Completed 

Load Store CPI = 2.02 

Vertex Percentage = 13% 



Bandwidth Bound   

 When creating embedded graphics applications. Bandwidth is a scarce resource 

 A typical embedded device can handle ≈ 5.0 Gigabytes a second of bandwidth 

 A typical desktop GPU can do in excess of 100 Gigabytes a second 

 One way to reduce bandwidth is to use texture compression 

 The main popular format is ETC Texture Compression 

 This can help reduce your 32 bits per pixel texture into  

a 4 bits per pixel texture 

 Mali Texture Compression Tool can help convert your textures for you 

 Another way to reduce bandwidth is to use 16 bit textures instead of 32 

 You won’t often notice the difference 



Bandwidth Bound Streamline 

 Involves just 2 Streamline Counters 

 External Bus Read Beats 

 External Bus Write Beats 

 

Bandwidth in Bytes = (External Bus Read 

Beats +  

External Bus Write Beats) * Bus Width 
 

 

Texture Pipeline CPI =  Threads in Loop 2 / Texturing Pipeline instruction words completed  

Texture Pipeline CPI = 

1.55 

Bandwidth = 967 MB/S 



CPU Bound 

 Sometimes a slow frame rate can actually be a CPU issue and not a GPU one 

 In this case optimizing your graphics won’t achieve anything 

 Most mobile devices have more than one core these days Are you threading your 

application as much as possible? 

 Mali GPU is a deferred architecture 

 Reduce the amount of draw calls you make 

 Try to combine your draw calls together 

 Offload some of the work to the GPU 

 Even easier with Mali-T604 supporting OpenCL Full Profile 



CPU Bound Streamline 

 Easy just look at the CPU Activity 

 Remember to look at all the cores. 

Some of the area is greyed out due to Streamline’s ability to present per App CPU activity 



Mali Offline Shader Compiler 

 Command-line interface:  Easy integration into regression build and test systems 

 Offline compilation of GLSL ES vertex & fragment shaders to Mali GPU binary 

 Detailed output of shader performance 

 Available on malideveloper.arm.com 

 

http://malideveloper.arm.com/


Example Output of Compiler 



Other Streamline Features 

See which functions are the  

most intensive in your  code 

Supply  symbols for your code to  

get more detailed information 

Look at the call graph of your application  

to enable you to follow your program flow 

Even when the function calls itself 



Other Streamline Features 2 

Switch to code view so you 

can see in your code where  

all the time is spent 

Useful to see how  

efficient your algorithms 

are 



Vertex Buffer Objects 

 Vertex Buffer Objects 

 Using Vertex Buffer Objects (VBO’s) can save you a lot of time in overhead 

 Every frame in your application all of your vertices and colour information will get sent to the GPU 

 A lot of the time these won’t change. So there is no need  

to keep sending them 

 Would be a much better idea to cache the data in graphics memory 

 This is where VBO’s can be useful 

 
glGenBuffers(1, VertexVBOID);  

glBindBuffer(GL_ARRAY_BUFFER, VertexVBOID); 

glBufferData(GL_ARRAY_BUFFER, (sizeof(GLFloat)*3)* numVert, &pvertex[0], GL_STATIC_DRAW); 

glVertexAttribPointer(vertexID,3, GL_FLOAT, false, 0, 0) 

Must pass an offset here  

instead of a pointer 



Batching 

 Try to combine as many of your drawcalls  

together as possible 

 If objects use different textures try to combine the textures together in a texture atlas 

 This can be done automatically but often best done by artists 

 Update your texture coordinates accordingly 

glBindTexture(<texture1>); 

GlDrawElements(<someVertices>); 

glBindTexture(<texture2>); 

glDrawElements(<someVertices2>); 

glBindTexture(<texture3>); 

glDrawElements(<someVertices3>); 

glBindTexture(<texture4>); 

Etc.... 
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